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MTQUA Medical Travel Quality Alliance inquiry leads Visa to correct its
report and admit $439 billion is not value of medical tourism industry.
August 21, 2016 – Scottsdale, Ariz. and Bangkok – Visa has corrected an error it made in reporting
earlier this year that the value of the global medical tourism industry was $439 billion.

“The valuation was clearly a mistake but it was already spreading across
the internet like a weed,” said Julie Munro, president of Medical Travel
Quality Alliance (MTQUA).
“We asked Visa to check this figure,” said Munro, who first noticed it was curiously identical to a value
for the wellness tourism while reviewing content for the joint MTQUA-International Air Transport
Association (IATA) Medical Travel Specialist Diploma program for travel agents.
She noted that online bloggers and news aggregators tend to accept even outrageous statements if they
come from seemingly reliable sources.
“We all have a responsibility to stop transmitting this false information as it can wrongly influence
government and private spending and investment in many countries around the world,” Munro said.
Visa has issued the following statement:
Visa’s recent study, Mapping the Future of Global Travel and Tourism, included a figure that
estimated the size of the medical tourism industry at $439 billion… Upon further review and
based on additional information, Visa will be updating that figure at about $50 billion based on
industry consensus. We apologize for the confusion this may have caused.
“$439 billion is a widely cited figure for wellness tourism, a
completely different sector, as we reported in our 2013 study for the
Global Wellness Institute (GWI),” said Ophelia Yeung, GWI Senior
Research Fellow. “I suspect that someone confused medical tourism
with wellness tourism, a common mistake that is not doing a favor to
either industry.”
Estimates for global medical tourism were first presented about ten
years ago by management consulting firms McKinsey & Co. and
Deloitte. Today, the global medical tourism industry is widely
described as around $50 billion in value.
“It hasn’t grown eight-fold in the past couple of years,” said Munro.

On July 27, 2016, the Medical Tourism Association (MTA) issued a press release: Medical Tourism
Industry Poised for 25% Year-Over-Year Growth by 2025. The release cited the (now incorrect) Visa
figures, saying “the medical tourism industry was valued at a staggering USD 439 billion.”
Responding to Visa, MTA president Renee-Marie Stephano replied, “We will not be distributing
information without appropriate clarification.”
Medical Travel Quality Alliance (MTQUA, https://mtqua.org), an independent international
organization founded in 2009 to promote the special safety and quality needs in treatment and care of
medical tourists, publishes the Top 10 World’s Best Hospitals For Medical Tourists™ and Best Practices
in Medical Tourism. Medical tourism certification from MTQUA is the only global evidence-based
review of quality of care for hospitals, clinics, agencies, and related medical tourism services and
providers.
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